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§ 0. Introduction
Let $0: 5O(3) x M3(R)-*M3(R) denote the 50(3) action on the vector
space M3(J?) of all real matrices of degree 3, defined by $0(A9 X) = AXA~l for
,4e5O(3) and XeM3(R). Put (X, 7) = trace'XY for X, YeM3(R). Then
(X, 7) is an 50(3) invariant inner product of M3(J?). Denote by V and S(V)
the linear subspace of M3(1Z!) consisting of symmetric matrices of trace 0 and its
unit sphere, respectively. Then Fand S(V) are 5O(3) invariant.
Let $: 50(3) x S(F)-»S(F) denote the restricted action of #0. This is an
orthogonal 50(3) action on the 4-sphere S(V). In this note, we shall show that
the 50(3) action $ on S(V) is extended to a continuous 5£(3, R) action W on
S(F), but the action *P is not C^differentiate. It is still open whether the
50(3) action ^ can be extended to a C^differentiable SL(3, R) action or not.
The problem is motivated by the following (cf. [1]). We studied real
analytic SL(n, R) actions on spheres, and it was important to consider the
restricted SO(ri) actions. Moreover, we gave an orthogonal 5O(4) action on
6-sphere which was not extendable to any continuous 5JL(43 R) action.
§ 1. An Action of GL(2, R) on
1.1. Denote by D the set of complex numbers with modulus 5^1. We
regard D as a closed unit 2-disk. Let A = (a

,j be an element of GL(29 R),

and put
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Then det^4 = |a|2 —1/?| 2 and

TAT-l=[

_ r }
\ P *)

for

T=

/

1

\ i

-1

Define a map ^: GL(2, R)xD-»Dby
if
if det^<0.

The map ij/1 is well-defined, because
for

for |w|^l, det^4<0
and

for any complex numbers a, /?, \v. Moreover, we see that the map ^ is a
continuous action of GL(29 R) on D and \l/i(A, 1) = 1 if and only if A is of the
form ( Q * j, by a routine work.
Here we describe a distinct property of the action \j/l. Define M^x — iy)
=(
y ) for real numbers x, y. Then
x

\y —x/

(*)

M^ij/^A, w)) = AM1(w)A~1

for w e D, ^1 e O(2) .

1.2. Finally we notice the following fact. Consider a correspondence
w-»z of complex numbers defined by
z = /(I + w)/(l - w), w = (z - 0/0 + 0 -

The correspondence induces a homeomorphism of the interior D onto the upper
half plane H, and the action \j/1 corresponds to an action \l/2 of G£(2, R) on U.
We see that the action \j/2 is well-known, in fact,
9

where z e£f and ^ =

z) =

^ _+ fe)^_ + ^

if det,4>0,
.f
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An Action of 5L(3, R) on 4-Sphere

2910 Let N(3) and T(3) denote the closed subgroups of SL(39 R) consisting
of matrices of the forms
0 * * J,
0 * *'

0 * * ]
\ 0 0 *'

respectively. Let n: N(3)-+GL(2, R) be a projection defined by

0

a
c

c d

b
a

Put
/ 2m

0

°

M(x-iy)*= -4=f 0 x-m
^0
3;

\

y
),
—x — m'

m=

for real numbers x, j; such that .x2 + j; 2 ^l. Then we have an injection M:
->S( K). Define a map ^ : N(3) x Af(D)->M (Z>) by
^( /I, M(w)) - M(^i(7rU), w))

for w e />, 4 e N(3) .

We see that the map \\i is a continuous action of N(3) on M(D) and,
(a)

\I/(A9 M(1)) = M(1)

i/a«(/ only if

AeT(3).

By the property (*) for \j/l9 we see that
(b)

\I/(A, M(w)) = AM(w)A~1

for w e />, A e 50(3) n N(3) .

In addition, for each w e D, there is an element A e 50(3) n N(3) such that
(c)

2o28 Denote by S + ( V) (resp. S _ ( K)) the set of X e S( V) such that det X ^ 0
(resp.det^gO). If XeS+(V) (resp. ZeS_(F)), then Z = J4M(x)y4-1 (resp.
X=—AM(x)A~i) for some >le50(3) and a unique real number x such that
O g j x ^ l . Notice that detX = 0 if and only if x = l; in addition, AM(x)A~l
= M(x) if and only if
(d)

,4 e 50(3) n T(3)
A e 50(3) n N(3)

for
for x =
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Let P e 5£(3, R) and A e £0(3). We can express
(i)

PA = A1N1

and

t

(PA)~1 = A2N2

for some Ap e 50(3) and Np e JV(3). Put
-1)= -A2\I/(N2, M

If ^MOcM-^X'MOOA'-1, then 4' = 4J£: for some K e 50(3) n N(3) by (d);
hence PA^A^X) and '(P^')'1 = ^2(^2*0 where NpKeN(3).
Therefore
we see that the definition (ii) does not depend on the choice of A, by the condition

(b).

Next we show that the definition (ii) does not depend on the expression (i)
by the condition (b). Suppose
PA=A1N1=A'1N[
for ArpeSO(3), N'peN(5).
e 50(3) n N(3). Hence

and t(PA)'1 = A2N2=A^N2

Then A'p = ApBp and NP = B~1NP for some Bp

Consequently we can define continuous mappings
W+ : 5L(3, R) x S+(V) - > S+(F), ^- : 5L(3, 1?) x S_(F) - > S_(F)
by V+(P, X) = PAX (resp. ^_(P, X) = PFX) for Pe5L(3, jR) and XeS+(V)
2.3e Next we show that W+ (resp. !P_) is an action of 5£(3, R) on S+(V)
(resp. S_(F)). Let P, Q e 5L(3, Jt) and A e 50(3). Express

for some ^p, A; e 50(3) and Np9 N'p e N(3). Then
QPA = A(N'1Nl

and '(

By the conditions (b) and (c), we see that

for some Bp E 50(3) n N(3) and a real number xp such that 0^x p ^ 1.
QAiB^AiWBJ
we see that

and t(

Since
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Thus we obtain QA(PAX) = QPAX for XeS+(V) and Q7(PrX) = QPPX for
XeS-(V), respectively; hence IP+ and !P_ are actions.
2.4. Here we show that the actions !P+ and !P_ coincide on the intersection
S+(F) n S_(F). Let X e S+(V) n S_(F). Then

for some ^ e SO(3), where S=

1\
- 1 e SO(3).

Let P e ^£(3, R). We can

express

for some Ax e SO(3) and Nx e T(3). Then

where ^^-ie ^0(3) and S Wr1^-1 e T(3). Therefore, we see that by the
condition (a),
PAAM(l)A~l =^1S

Hence we see that the actions W+ and ¥_ coincide on £+(7) n S_(F). Thus we
obtain a continuous action W of ^£(3, J?) on 5(7) whose restriction on S+(V)
(resp. S_(F)) is the action W+ (resp. F_).
By the definition of ?F, we see that

for each P e SO(3) and X e S(V).
action of 5X(35 R) on S(7).

§38

Hence the action W is a desired continuous

Non-DifferentiabOity of ¥

Denote by Sd(V) the set consisting of the diagonal matrices of S(V).
Sd(V) is a one-dimensional C°°-submanifold of S(V). Put Gr = dia

Then
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for each real number t. The correspondence X-+W(Gt9 X) defines a homeomorphism ht of Sd(V) onto itself. We shall show that the homeomorphism ht is
not C1-differentiate for each r^O. Put
D(0) = d/,/6) diag (cos 0 + ^3 sin 0, cos 0 - v'3 sin 0, -2 cos 0)
for each real number 0. The correspondence 0-»D(0) defines a C°°-differentiable submersion of R onto Sd(V). The point D(7r/6) = M(l) is a fixed point of
the homeomorphism ht for each real number t. Define a function f(t9 0) by
/7r(D(0))=diag(-, -,/(*, 0))
for each real numbers t, 0. We show that f ( t , 0) is not C^differentiable at
0 = Tc/6 for each t^0. Suppose first n/6^0^n/3. Then
D(0) = M(^/3 cos 0 - sin 0)

and hence
ht(D(0)) = M(\l/l(diag(et, ef)9 ^J3 cos 0 - sin 0)) = D(0).
Therefore

f ( t , 0) = (-2/Jfi)cos 0; hence
^
lim

Suppose next 0^0^ 71/6. Then
D(0)=-SM(2sin0)S-i

/
^
for S=( -1 L
\1

and hence
ht(D(0J)= -SM(\l/l(diag(et9

e~2t\ 2sin0)S~1 = -

where
2(e<-e-2t) sin
and f ( t , 0)=- V(4 - x(f, 0)2)/6. Therefore we obtain

Consequently, we see that/(f, 0) is not C^diflFerentiable at 0 = n/6 for each
and hence the action W of 5£(3, I?) on S(F) is not C^differentiable,
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